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 The profundity of nothing

Terri Brooks: Principia

 A.J.Byrnes

 

What is abstract art good for? What’s the use for us as individuals or as a society – of pictures of nothing, of pain&ngs or sculptures or drawings that 

on ini&al encounter, do not seem to show anything but themselves? These opening words in a seminal text by American writer and academic Kirk 

Varnedoe succinctly ar&culate the fight for legi&macy both abstract minimal art and its advocates have had to endure since its recep&on in the middle 

part of the Twen&eth Century.

The oeuvre of Melbourne abstrac&onist Terri Brooks and indeed the works in this exhibi&on Principia invite this same general misunderstandings and 

scep&cismsthat people o.en bring to an experience of abstract art. However what is made manifestly clear through this beau&fully constructed and 

intellectually engaging exhibi&on is that more than just pure looking is necessary to understand the highly poe&c and symbolic visual language of ar&st

Terri Brooks.                                                      

The pain&ngs in this exhibi&on reflect an engagement with environments both urban and bucolic. Brooks seeks out spaces – the weathered surfaces 

of stone, concrete and &mber, the irregular geometries and pa�erna&on of natural objects, the clima&c vacilla&ons of season, the ver&cal thrust of 

the urban environment and the boundless horizontals of rural space – dis&lling such experiences and reducing them visually to their purest and most 

fundamental state in order to make tangible, a sen&ent and personal world.

Significantly, Principia presents viewers with a compelling paradox – whilst projec&ng a rough and imprecise aesthe&c, in ordinately obdurate in its 

gestural repe&&on, persistent in its reference to loosely gridded forms and resolutely reduc&ve in its final analysis this work proffers the viewer with a 

subtle conceptual didac&cism.

Pain&ngs are not simply visual objects without any connec&on to concepts that can be analysed then evaluated – all objects of design project an 

impression of the psychological and moral a5tude it supports. 

So what is the beneficence of Brooks’ abstrac&on? Where can it be located? And how is it to be understood?
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The deployment of reduc&onist aesthe&cs and the modernist grid – albeit an o.en disassembled one in Brooks’ work, provide key points of departure 

for both ar&st and viewer.  The physical proper&es of the grid offer stasis and a lack of hierarchy, which informs the transforma&ve promise of this 

work.  A�en&on is given to the simplicity of the works’ structure, to their ordered quali&es and muteness, which directs the viewer back upon the 

quality of his or her own percep&ons. The viewer moves from a state of chaos to inner equilibrium and focused a�en&on and as a consequence, one is

urged to reflect on the present at a profoundly physical level. Every aspect of such an experience, its reflec&veness, the manner in which it illuminates 

the nature of our feeling and knowing through an object, a spa&al situa&on, suggests an analogy to the posture and method of phenomenological 

inquiry.[1]

Brooks draws the viewer in, establishing in&mate connec&ons with these works through a strategic play of internal rela&ons; connec&ons set up by 

gestural ar&cula&ons, delicate layering of colours, serendipitous moments of form and the strategic placement of composi&onal elements.  Curiously 

these works then operate to force the viewer to a distance from where all the component parts of the work become cri&cal elements of an integrated 

whole and where the architectural space in which these works are shown also demands recogni&on as a key aesthe&c element.

This is art that eliminates the descrip&ve, excludes the pictorial, narra&ve and the fic&ve, thus focusing on the essen&al in form, crea&ng what is o.en 

referred to as a truth.[2]Thus Brooks’ reduced aesthe&c approach speaks to us about order, directness, integrity, veracity and morality; accordingly 

these stylis&c predilec&ons func&on to extend an invita&on for the audience to be purposeful, ethical and socially equitable – the material ar&cula&on 

of our ideas of a good life. This idea that Brooks’ art – or any art for that ma�er, can speak to us on ma�ers of morality and truth, helps us to place at 

the very centre of our aesthe&c conundrums the ques&on of the values we want to live by rather than merely how we want things to look.

We started here with an explica&on on the censures o.en levelled at abstract art as a pla=orm for the discussion of the profound weigh&ness of 

Brooks’ pain&ngs of nothing and we finish with the poignant words of English poet Robert Browning,

That which is less complicated is o.en be�er understood and more appreciated than what is more complicated; simplicity is preferable to complexity; 

brevity in communica&on is more effec&ve than verbosity.

 

[1] Michelson as cited in: Minimalism – Meyer, Phaidon publishing NY, 2000, reprinted 2005.

[2]Lucy Lippard, The Silent Art, Art in America Magazine, (January – February ed) 1967, Art in

America Publica&ons.


